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Abstract  
Polymicrobial infections constitute small ecosystems that accommodate several bacterial species. 
Commonly, these clinical isolates are investigated in isolation. It is however unknown to what 
extent the isolates in these communities interact and whether their interactions alter bacterial 
growth and ecosystem resilience in the presence and absence of antibiotics. We quantified the 
complete ecological interaction network for 72 bacterial isolates collected from 23 individuals 
diagnosed with polymicrobial urinary tract infections (UTIs) and found that most interactions are 
evolutionarily conserved. Statistical network analysis revealed that competitive and cooperative 
reciprocal interactions are enriched in the global network, while cooperative interactions are 
depleted in the individual host-community networks. A population dynamics model 
parameterized by our measurements suggests that interactions restrict community stability, 
explaining the observed species diversity of these communities. We further show that the clinical 
isolates frequently protect each other from clinically relevant antibiotics. Together, these results 
highlight that ecological interactions are crucial for the growth and survival of bacteria in 
polymicrobial infection communities and affect their assembly and resilience. 
 
Significance statement 
In many infections, multiple microbial species are simultaneously present simultaneously at the 
infection site. Such polymicrobial infections can be viewed as small microbial ecosystems. Do 
bacteria in these communities interact with each other? And if so, do these interactions affect the 
stability of the ecosystem, in particular when antibiotics are present? Here, weWe focus on 
urinary tract infections and demonstrate that there are ample ecological interactions between 
different bacterial species. These interactions occur, both in the presence and in the absence of 
Comment [MdV1]: Max 120 words 
antibiotics. We further show that they crucially affect ecosystem stability and resilience to 
environmental perturbations such as antibiotics. Understanding the nature of these polymicrobial 
communities can point us to ways of disrupting infection ecosystems, which could potentially be 
used as a new strategy to eradicate infective communities. 
 
  
Introduction 
Bacteria in a polymicrobial infection form an ecosystem that can be more than the sum of its 
parts. Interactions between microbes can alter the severity of infections (1, 2) and complicate 
treatments (3–6). Still, the interplay between microbes in clinical environments remains poorly 
understood, as clinical isolates are commonly investigated in isolation. This leads to the implicit 
assumption that microorganisms in polymicrobial infections grow and can be treated 
independently of each other. Ecological interactions occur when organisms affect each other’s 
proliferation or survival. Mechanistically, such interactions can be due to competition for the 
same nutrient (7), excretion of metabolites (cross-feeding) (8), or production of other molecules 
that specifically harm or help other community members; the latter include antibiotics (9), 
bacteriocins (10), phenazines (11), siderophores (12) and signaling molecules (13). The 
quantitative analysis of ecological interactions between microbes can shed light on the emergent 
properties of the infection ecosystem, its microbial interaction network (14–17), stability, and 
resilience to perturbations. 
 
Polymicrobial urinary tract infections (UTIs) in elderly patients consist of relatively simple 
bacterial communities (Fig. 1A) (6). However, the role of ecological interactions between these 
bacteria (3, 5) largely remains obscure. As the communities are typically caused by only up to 
five strains (6), it is feasible to systematically investigate all interactions. This is in contrast to 
other ecosystems that are generally too complex to map the network of all interactions (15, 18). 
Due to the lack of comprehensive experimental data on interactions, quantitative studies of 
microbial ecosystems have so far relied on theoretical modeling (15, 19, 20) sequencing methods 
(21) or focused on incomplete sub-communities (22).  Indeed, only a few studies experimentally 
quantified ecological interactions in different microbial ecosystems on a larger scale (22–25). 
Importantly, these interactions can potentially alter the efficacy of drug treatments as bacteria 
can protect others from the effect of antibiotics (26), in the simplest case by just degrading the 
drug (13, 27, 28). Thus, understanding the effects of ecological interactions on bacterial growth 
and antibiotic efficacy is crucial for elucidating the nature of polymicrobial infections. 
 
To elucidate the role of ecological interactions in polymicrobial infections, independent of their 
underlying mechanisms, we systematically quantified the entire interaction network between 72 
clinical isolates from polymicrobial UTIs in the absence and presence of clinically relevant 
antibiotics. We found that isolates commonly compete with each other while cooperation occurs 
to a lesser extent. Using a theoretical model parameterized by our measurements we found that 
interactions restrict community stability, explaining the observed community size. Interactions 
further lead to collective drug tolerance: bacteria tend to protect each other from antibiotics with 
the most sensitive strains being protected the most. These results highlight the importance of 
microbial interactions for understanding polymicrobial infections and suggest new treatment 
strategies aimed at the entire community, not at individual pathogens. 
 
Results 
Systematic quantification of ecological interactions between isolates from polymicrobial 
UTIs reveals many positive and negative interactions  
We systematically quantified all pair-wise interactions between 72 bacterial strains isolated from 
23 elderly persons showing symptoms of UTI which cultured polymicrobial communities. Each 
community isolated from the same host contained 4-5 distinct strains (Fig. 1A, SI Methods) (6). 
To identify key ecological properties of polymicrobial communities we used a high-throughput 
approach; we measured the maximum growth yield (optical density) and the growth rate of all 
isolates in artificial urine medium. The medium was conditioned by growing single isolates for 
48 hours, recovering the supernatant, and replenishing it with nutrients (Fig. 1B, SI Methods). 
We quantified interactions using the parameter ε=log(Nc/Nu); here, Nc and Nu are the growth 
yield in conditioned and in unconditioned medium, respectively; growth rate interactions are 
described analogously. Thus, a positive interaction (ε>0) corresponds to an increase in growth 
compared to the reference medium (e.g. due to cross-feeding) and a negative interaction (ε<0) to 
a decrease (e.g. due to niche overlap) (Fig.1 C,D).  
 
We observed many positive and negative interactions between isolates from polymicrobial UTIs. 
Using a stringent threshold for detecting significant interactions (SI Methods) most interactions 
were neutral but 18% of all possible interactions were positive and nearly 40% of these led to a 
>2-fold increase in growth yield (Fig. S1, ε>0.7). Similarly, 23% of all possible interactions were 
negative; most of these (78%) were relatively weak (log(0.6)=-0.51>ε>log(0.8)=-0.22, Fig. S1). 
The frequent occurrence of interactions highlights the limitations of investigating individual 
strains in isolation when tackling polymicrobial infections. 
 
Interactions are largely determined by phylogeny  
Statistical analysis of the global network of ecological interactions revealed key features of 
interspecific relationships. Clustering the strains by phylogenic distance (SI Methods) exposed 
that the interactions between pairs of strains are largely determined by their respective genera as 
the phylogenetic clusters coincide with similarly clustered interactions in the interaction matrix 
(Fig. 2A,B, Fig. S2). This observation supports the view that these ecological interactions cluster 
based on evolutionary relatedness (29). Within-genus interactions are predominantly negative or 
neutral (Fig. 2B, Fig. S3, Table S1), consistent with the paradigm that closely related strains tend 
to have negative interactions, often due to niche overlap (30). Among the clearest features in the 
interaction network is that enterococci and staphylococci benefit from many other genera but 
mostly do not affect the others in return (Fig. 2B). In contrast, Proteus mirabilis affects many 
other genera negatively and is also often negatively affected by others, confirming previous 
reports (31). Few individual strains display interactions that deviate from the general trends for 
the genera (Fig. 2A,B, Fig. S2). Hence, these data support that most ecological interactions in 
these polymicrobial communities are evolutionarily conserved. This suggests that despite the 
high potential for genotypic diversity within these groups, these ecological interactions are deep-
branching, and possibly ancestral. 
 
The interaction strength distributions differ qualitatively between the genera. Specifically, the 
strength distribution of outgoing negative interactions is either unimodal, peaking between 
ε=log(1)=0 and ε≈log(0.8)=-0.22, and dropping to zero around ε≈log(0.6)=-0.51 (for Escherichia 
coli, Staphylococcus, Klebsiella, Enterobacter, Citrobacter), or it is bimodal with a second peak 
near zero (for Proteus mirabilis and Pseudomonas; Fig. S4). The interaction parameter 
ε=log(0.6) corresponds to complete niche overlap while lower values indicate active growth 
inhibiting mechanisms (SI Methods).  
Reciprocal interactions, in particular competition, are enriched in the interaction network 
It is a fundamental question if microbes in polymicrobial infections predominantly cooperate or 
compete with each other (4). To systematically identify such interaction patterns between pairs 
of strains, we compared the occurrence of two-node subnetworks in the measured interaction 
network to that in an ensemble of randomized measured networks that preserve the degree 
distribution (SI, Methods). This analysis revealed that reciprocal interactions are generally 
enriched: competitive (-/-) and cooperative (+/+) interactions are significantly overrepresented in 
the measured network (-/-, z-score 4.76, p <10-5; +/+, z-score 2.70, p = 0.007, Fig. 2C, SI 
Methods) – an interesting similarity to Streptomyces communities in soil (23). The enrichment of 
competitive interactions supports the general predominance of competitive interactions in 
ecosystems (22). In addition, exploitive (+/-) interactions are extremely underrepresented (z-
score -6.13, p <10-9, Fig. 2C) (SI Methods). Mutual interactions within each genus are generally 
enriched for competition and amensalism and depleted of cooperation and commensalism (Fig. 
S8, Table S1), supporting the paradigm that competition is the dominant interaction type 
between closely related strains (32, 33); the sole exception is Staphylococcus (Fig. S3, Table S1). 
Overall, this analysis shows that predominance of reciprocal interactions, in particular 
competition, is a hallmark of the polymicrobial UTI ecosystem. 
Communities are more enriched for competition  
We next asked if the strains derived from each host were selected based on their ecological 
interactions with other community members or if the host community is a random assembly of 
strains, reflecting chance invasion events of UTI strains, mostly from the gut (34). At odds with 
the latter scenario, the distribution of genera in the communities derived from individual hosts 
was not random: enterococci and E. coli occurred together significantly more frequently than 
expected at random (p=0.004, Fig. S5A, SI Methods), in accordance with previous reports (35). 
Compared to random strain assemblies, the complete host communities further tended to be 
enriched for negative interactions (Fig. S5B) and competition, and depleted of exploitation and 
cooperation (Fig. 3A,B, SI Methods). These trends for increased competition in communities 
from the same site are opposite to those for Streptomyces communities on soil grains (23) but 
consistent with findings on Baccillus spp from lagoons (25) and the microbiome (15). The 
predominance of competitive interactions between coexisting strains in UTIs defies the naïve 
expectation that bacteria in these communities are selected based on their ability to cooperate. 
Most communities are ecologically stable but can be destabilized by targeted invaders 
To elucidate the underlying principles and dynamics of UTI community assembly, we next 
investigated the ecological stability of the communities. To this end, we generalized an 
ecological logistic growth model to capture interactions at the level of both growth rate and yield 
(SI Methods). All parameters entering this model are constrained by our comprehensive 
quantitative interaction data (Fig. 2A). For simplicity, we assumed that interactions are additive 
when more than two strains are present. This model thus provides a theoretical description of 
population dynamics in polymicrobial communities and makes quantitative predictions for the 
stability and dynamics of arbitrary assemblages of strains. 
 
UTI communities from the same host are often stable and can assemble in any order. We found 
that 4 out of 8 complete communities consisting of four different strains have at least one stable 
fixed point (attractor) in which all strains co-exist, whereas the other 4 communities do not allow 
for stable coexistence (Fig. 3C, SI Methods). The presence of a single attractor in which all 
strains co-exist implies that the community is resilient: it returns to this attractor and thus 
maintains co-existence even upon large perturbations e.g. caused by a short antibiotic treatment. 
The fraction of communities that allow for stable co-existence is not significantly different from 
that of randomly assembled communities (Fig. 3D, p~0.9, 1,000 sets of 8 randomly assembled 
communities, SI Methods). While most stable communities can be assembled strain-by-strain in 
any order (i.e. all intermediate communities are stable), 1 of the 4 communities that allow for 
stable co-existence had an additional unstable fixed point. This implies that some assembly 
orders are excluded, as they lead to the loss of at least one community member. Overall, these 
results suggest that many possible combinations of UTI isolates could in principle form stable 
communities. 
 
It is of key relevance for probiotic treatments if stable communities can be invaded and 
potentially destabilized by newly arriving strains. We thus described invasion attempts by adding 
a few individuals of an invading strain and calculated the ensuing community dynamics. We 
found that many randomly chosen invading UTI strains can coexist with the host community (on 
average 45%), but for a considerable fraction (~30%) one of the original strains is replaced by 
the invader. About 15% of invasion attempts fail, resulting in the loss of the invader. And in less 
than 10% of cases the invader can destabilize the community, leading to the loss of more than 
one community member (Table S2). Thus, invaders are often incorporated in the community or 
switch sides with community members, suggesting that UTI communities are dynamically stable. 
The typical community size is close to the maximum that allows for stability 
Our ecological model makes a prediction for the maximum size of a stable UTI community. The 
relation between stability and community size is at the heart of a long-standing debate (17, 36). 
Testing the stability of communities with an increasing number of randomly chosen UTI strains 
(SI Methods), we found a transition from stability to instability around a community size of 4-5 
strains (Fig. 3D). For 5 strains, the fraction of stable communities was below 25% and rapidly 
decayed further, falling below 2% at community size 8 (Fig. 3D). This typical community size of 
4-5 strains predicted from the model agrees with the number of different strains isolated from 
polymicrobial UTIs (6) and suggests that larger communities are unsustainable. 
 
Community stability also depends on the voiding and refilling of the bladder which removes and 
effectively dilutes the UTI strains. When this effect is included in the ecological model, all 
strains are washed out if the effective dilution rate exceeds a critical value (37) (SI Methods). In 
our model, E. coli is consistently among the last two strains that can still persevere at the highest 
dilution rates (Fig. 3E, Fig.S6). For lower dilution rates, communities with an increasing number 
of different strains are stably maintained. This effect can explain the higher incidence of 
polymicrobial UTIs in elderly men who have an increased bladder “dead volume” which 
effectively reduces the dilution rate (Fig. 3E, Fig. S6, SI Methods)(38) and contributes to shifting 
the female versus male incidence ratio from 30:1 to 2:1 in the elderly (39). Indeed, using 
plausible estimates for the effective dilution rate in our model, infections in individuals with 
urinary retention allow for stable co-existence of polymicrobial communities while those in 
healthy individuals tend to be clonal (Fig. 3E, Fig. S6, SI Methods). Overall, these results 
support that ecological interactions and dilution together determine the stability of polymicrobial 
communities and constrain their maximum size.  
Bacterial interactions affect antibiotic tolerance  
The fact that UTIs are often treated with antibiotics (40) raises the question if ecological 
interactions alter the efficacy of antibiotics. We therefore measured the effects of media 
conditioned by 14 different donor strains on all 72 acceptor strains in the presence of two 
different antibiotics that are commonly used for the treatment of UTIs: trimethoprim-
sulfamethoxazole (41, 42) and nitrofurantoin (43). The donor strains were selected to represent 
the diversity of the genera in our dataset. We assessed the fold-change in antibiotic tolerance by 
comparing the concentrations of antibiotics that sustained growth in the conditioned medium and 
the unconditioned reference (Fig. 4 A,B, Fig. S6A, SI Methods). 
 
The clinical isolates often protect each other from antibiotics. We observed >3.5-fold increases 
in the tolerance to trimethoprim-sulfamethoxazole for 25% of tested interactions but decreases of 
the same magnitude in only 12% of cases (Fig. 4A, Fig. S7A); this trend was similar for 
nitrofurantoin (18% and 8%, respectively; Fig. 4B, Fig. S7A). The protection effects were often 
correlated with positive interactions in the absence of antibiotics. However 13% of the protective 
interactions for trimethoprim-sulfamethoxazole were neutral in the absence of antibiotics, 
whereas for nitrofurantoin 9% of these protective interactions were ‘silent’ in the environment 
without antibiotics (Fig. S7B,C). Notably, the protective effect on Enterococcus spp and 
Staphylococcus spp corresponds with their positive incoming interactions in the absence of 
antibiotics (Fig. 2B, 4C, S8). Interestingly, Enterococcus spp returned the favor by decreasing 
the antibiotic tolerance of several other strains (Fig. 4C, S8). Proteus mirabilis predominantly 
protected other strains from antibiotics (Fig. 4C, S8), while this species mostly harmed others in 
the absence of antibiotics (Fig. 2B). As Proteus mirabilis produces ammonia and increases the 
pH of the medium, its protective effect is consistent with reports that ammonia and an increased 
pH in the environment decrease the efficacy of antibiotics (44–46). We further found that drug 
tolerance increased more strongly the less resistant the strain was to the drug (Pearson’s =-0.25 
for trimethoprim-sulfamethoxazole and =-0.33 for nitrofurantoin, p<0.01 for both antibiotics) 
and the increase in tolerance to both antibiotics was correlated (=0.24, p<0.01). Thus, UTI 
communities exhibit hallmarks of collective drug tolerance (28, 47): the presence of community 
members tends to protect other strains from antibiotics with the most sensitive strains 
experiencing the greatest benefit.  
 
Communities may be assembled such that collective antibiotic tolerance is boosted. We found 
that strains from the same community tend to protect each other slightly more frequently from 
antibiotics than others, while the fraction of interactions that increase antibiotic sensitivity is 
smaller within communities than between communities (Fig. S7D, SI Methods). Taken together, 
these data show that ecological interactions affect the growth and survival of the community 
members in the absence and presence of antibiotics.  
 
Discussion 
We elucidated the ecological interaction network of bacteria from elderly persons diagnosed with 
polymicrobial urinary tract infections. In contrast to e.g. the gut microbiome (15), the UTI 
community size is relatively small (6) and the strains are readily cultured in the laboratory. This 
enabled us to measure all pair-wise interactions within these infection communities, and 
establishes polymicrobial communities as a fruitful and relatively simple model system that 
enables a uniquely quantitative approach to elucidating key principles of ecology.  
 
Understanding the ecology of polymicrobial interactions may provide opportunities for new 
treatment strategies. Specifically, we found that UTI communities can be destabilized by a 
targeted invader strain, although the odds of destabilization are smaller than coexistence of the 
invader in the community. Quantitative measurements of ecological interaction networks and 
ecological models as presented here may therefore guide the design of synthetically modified 
strains that can destabilize the infection community (48). 
 
Although our standardized high-throughput measurements allowed us to investigate the bacterial 
interactions in great detail, this study has the general limitations of any reductionist approach in 
that it cannot capture the full complexity of the host environment. Specifically, the composition 
of the host’s urine can vary in time and between hosts (49); it will thus deviate from our 
standardized artificial urine medium. In addition, as donor and acceptor bacteria were not in 
physical contact in our assay, additional contact-mediated interactions (50) may affect in vivo 
interactions. Moreover, higher-order interactions between more than two bacteria could 
potentially affect community stability (19). However, a recent study found that pair-wise 
interactions largely predict the population dynamics of larger communities (51). In vivo, UTIs 
could be further complicated by host-pathogen interactions (52, 53), and the micro-biogeography 
(54, 55); specifically, bacteria may attach to or invade the bladder lining (40). Future studies are 
needed to investigate these additional factors that can affect bacterial interactions in the host and 
illuminate the underlying molecular mechanisms, in particular by identifying the molecules 
excreted by the different bacteria. To shed light on whether the interactions between bacteria 
derived from polymicrobial infections are preserved in vivo and on the additional contributions 
from interactions between host and microbes, an exciting challenge will therefore be to extend 
this ecological approach to in vivo models of UTIs and other polymicrobial infections. In 
conclusion, this work shows that polymicrobial infective communities can and should be viewed 
as small ecosystems, as the emergent properties in these ecosystems can dictate the growth and 
survival of the individual bacterial community members.  
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Figure 1. Quantifying ecological interactions between bacteria isolated from polymicrobial 
UTIs. (A) Schematic illustrating bladder environment infected with a community consisting of 
different bacterial species. (B) Preparation of conditioned medium for interaction experiments. 
Bacteria were grown in artificial urine medium (AUM) for 48h, followed by centrifugation and 
filtration, and replenishment with fresh nutrients. (C) Interaction measures from growth in 
conditioned medium. The growth in the conditioned media is compared to the growth in the 
reference medium (black) (SI Methods) for each of the 72 isolates. For positive interactions 
(red), the growth yield in conditioned medium (Nc) exceeds the growth in the reference medium 
(Nu), ε=log(Nc/Nu) >0. For negative interactions (blue), the growth in the conditioned medium 
(Nc) is exceeded by the growth in the reference medium (Nu), ε=log(Nc/Nu) <0. (D) Example 
growth curves in triplicate of Enterococcus faecalis (top) and Citrobacter koseri (bottom) in 
medium conditioned by Citrobacter koseri (color) and reference medium (black). The growth of 
Enterococcus faecalis is positively affected by the conditioned medium (red curve above black 
curve), whereas Citrobacter koseri is negatively affected by medium conditioned by another 
isolate from the same species (blue curve below black curve). 
  
 Figure 2. Global UTI interaction network reflects species phylogeny and is enriched for 
competition, but depleted of exploitation. (A) Pair-wise interaction matrix depicting the 
interactions in yield (maximum reached OD600) of 72 UTI isolates in conditioned medium 
prepared from these same isolates; the interaction measure is ε=log(Nc/Nu) (SI Methods). The 
acceptors (columns) are grown in the conditioned medium of the donors (rows). Interactions 
cluster according to phylogeny, as can be seen from the 16S rDNA phylogenetic tree on the left. 
The isolates are symmetrically ordered on the horizontal and vertical axes. Ent= Enterococcus 
spp (Enterococcus faecalis and E. faecium), St= Staphylococcus spp (Staphylococcus aureus, S. 
haemolyticus, S. capitus), Ps= Pseudomonas spp (Pseudomonas aeruginosa, P. fluorescens), 
Pm= Proteus mirabilis, KECS= Klebsiella spp (Klebsiella pneumoniae, K. oxytoca), 
Enterobacter cloaca, Citrobacter koseri, Serratia liquefaciens and Pantoae sp4, Ecoli= 
Escherichia coli; one isolate belonging to Morganella morganii species is located between Ps 
and Pm. (B) Statistical analysis of phylogenetically clustered interactions. Donors are ordered on 
the vertical axis, and acceptors on the horizontal axis. Red or blue corresponds to respective 
positive or negative interactions, dark and light grey background depicts significant over- or 
underrepresentation of the most prominent interactions compared to randomized matrices, 
respectively. A white background depicts non-significant over- or underrepresentation (SI 
Methods). Statistics on Morganella morganii are omitted due to small (N=1) sample size. (C) 
Statistical analysis of all two node-motifs in the measured interaction network. Reciprocal 
interactions with the same sign (-/- and +/+) and commensalism (+/0) are over-represented, 
whereas amensalism (-/0) and exploitation (+/-) are depleted. Z-scores were calculated based on 
the comparison with an ensemble of random networks preserving the degree distribution (inset, 
SI Methods). 
  
 Figure 3. Polymicrobial UTI communities are often ecologically stable and their size is close 
to the limit of stability. (A) Interactions within complete communities compared to interactions 
in an ensemble of randomized communities (SI Methods). Competitive interactions (-/-) are 
slightly enriched, while exploitation (+/-) is slightly depleted in communities. No cooperative 
interactions (+/+) occur in the communities (SI Methods). (B) Intra-community microbial 
interactions in four stable communities. Red: positive interactions, blue: negative interaction. 
A
  C 
Abbreviations as in Fig. 2. (C) Example population dynamics for one of the stable communities 
with one fixed point in the absence of voiding. Lines of the same color show independent 
simulations starting from different initial conditions (SI Methods); the initial population size and 
inoculation order does not affect the final population size. (D) Fraction of stable randomly 
assembled communities as a function of community size. The stability of the communities drops 
with increasing community size. The observed typical UTI community size 4-5 is close to the 
typical size of randomly assembled stable communities. Black asterisk: size and fraction of 
observed coexisting communities. (E) Steady state population size for different UTI species as a 
function of the effective dilution rate for a stable community (Fig. 3B, SI Methods). The 
effective dilution rate (mimicking repeated voiding of the bladder) markedly affects the stability 
of the community. The grey band shows the voiding patterns ranging from a healthy bladder, to a 
bladder with an increased post-void residual urine volume (Fig. S6, SI Methods).  
 
  
 Figure 4. Bacteria in polymicrobial UTIs frequently protect each other from antibiotics.  
(A) Histogram of the change in tolerance of 72 isolates in 14 conditioned media to the 
trimethoprim-sulfamethoxazole combination (Fig. S7). (B) As A, but for nitrofurantoin. (C) 
Interaction matrix depicting the effect on the tolerance to the trimethoprim-sulfamethoxazole 
combination of 14 conditioned media on 72 isolates in conditioned medium (SI Methods). 
Abbreviations as in Fig. 2. 
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Materials and Methods 
 
UTI isolates 
Ninety-six isolates from 24 patients (thus 24 host communities) were selected from a previous study (6). Isolates 
were purified by dilution to extinction on CHROMagar Orientation (CHROMagar) to facilitate the separation. The 
genus of isolates was confirmed by subsequent Sanger sequencing of the 16S rDNA. Only isolates with verified 
identity that were able to grow entirely planktonically in AUM were used for the growth measurements. 24 isolates 
(25%) that did not meet these criteria were excluded. We continued with 72 bacterial isolates from 23 patients, 
including 8 remaining complete communities isolated from the same hosts. Clonal isolates were pinned on 
CHROMagar Orientation to reaffirm their identity and frozen as glycerol stocks (v/v 15% glycerol) on 96-well 
plates. 
 
16S sequencing and phylogeny 
Chromosomal DNA from the Staphylococcus strains was extracted by suspending a colony in 100 μL of lysis buffer 
(20 mM Tris-HCl at pH 8.3, 50 mM KCl, 1.5 mM MgCl, 0.5% (v/v) Tween 20, 0.45% (v/v) Nonidet P-40, 0.01% 
(m/v) gelatin, and 60 μg/mL proteinase K); the mixture was incubated at 55°C for 1 h, followed by 10 min at 95°C. 
All other strains were lysed by taking a colony, suspending it in 50 μL Milli-Q water, and heating for 10min at 95°C 
prior to the PCR reaction. PCR amplification was carried out as follows: Initial denaturation at 95°C for 2 min, 
followed by 35 cycles each of 95°C for 30 s, 51°C for 30s and 72°C for 2 min, and a final elongation step at 72°C 
for 10 min, using universal 27F-16S (AGAGTTTGATCMTGGCTCAG) and 926R-16S 
(AAACTYAAAKGAATTGACGG) primers. Each PCR reaction used 25 µL of PCR mix containing: 1x GoTaq 
Buffer, 0.2 µM of each primer, 2 µL of suspended lysed isolate, 200µM of each dNTP in Milli-Q water. Sequencing 
of the gene products with above mentioned primers was performed at LGC Genomics and Eurofins. The amplified 
16S sequences were aligned using Muscle multiple sequence alignment tool on the www.ebi.ac.uk website. The 
phylogenetic tree was constructed using the Clustal W tool on the same website, including distance correction. 
 
Artificial urine medium (AUM) 
A modified version of the AUM described in (56) was used. The AUM concentration was adapted to achieve 
planktonic growth of the UTI isolates and to minimize crystal formation in the replenished conditioned medium. The 
1x medium contained bacto peptone L37  1.1 g/L (Oxoid), bacto yeast extract 6 mg/L (BD), lactic acid 1.32 mM 
(Roth), citric acid 2.4 mM, NaHCO3 30 mM, urea (Roth) 153 mM, uric acid 0.48 mM, creatine 8.4 mM, CaCl2.2HO 
0.24 mM, NaCl 108 mM , FeSO4
.
.7H2O 0.006 mM, MgSO4.7H2O 12 mM, Na2SO4.10H2O 12 mM (Roth), KH2PO4 
8.4 mM, K2HPO4 8.4 mM, NH4Cl 30 mM. The AUM medium was buffered with 0.1M pipes (pH 6.5), and 1‰ (v/v) 
tritonX-100 was added to prevent clotting, biofilm formation and the deformation of the concave surface of the 
medium-air interface in the wells of the 96-well plate, which can disturb the OD600 measurement. All chemicals 
were from Sigma unless indicated otherwise. 
 
Spent medium preparation 
Isolates were grown for 48h in 40mL 0.75x AUM in vented 50mL culture tubes (TPP) at 30°C and shaken at 
200rpm. Cultures were centrifuged at 4,800g for 15 min at room temperature; the supernatant was filtered with 
0.2m filter tops (TPP). The spent medium fraction was replenished with AUM constituents (without sodium 
chloride), such that the final concentration of constituents in the final “conditioned” medium ranged from 0.6x (for 
constituents that were consumed in the spent medium) to 1x (for constituents that were not at all consumed in the 
spent medium) of the concentration in AUM. The pH of the final conditioned media was kept at 6.4-6.5 except for 
the medium conditioned by Proteus mirabilis which ranged from pH 7.3-7.8. This increased pH corresponds to 
Proteus mirabilis’ in vivo behavior; it hydrolyses urea to carbon dioxide and ammonia, which increases the pH and 
generates calcium crystals and magnesium ammonium phosphate precipitates (40, 57). 
 
Growth measurements  
Each strain was incubated for 36h in one well of a 96‐well plate (non-treated transparent flat bottom, Nunc) 
containing 200 μL of pre-warmed medium. Cultures were inoculated using a replicator (V&P Scientific) transferring 
~0.2 μL from a (thawed) overnight culture kept at −80°C (see “UTI isolates” above). The plates were incubated in 
an automated incubator (Liconic Storex) kept at 30°C, > 95% humidity, and shaken at 720 rpm in aerobic 
conditions. Optical density at 600 nm (OD600) was measured every ~44 min in a plate reader (Tecan Infinite F500, 5 
flashes, 10 ms settle time; filter: D600/20; Chroma). In addition, directly before each measurement, plates were 
shaken on a magnetic shaker (Teleshake; Thermo Scientific) at 900 rpm for 59s. A customized liquid handling robot 
(Tecan Freedom Evo 150) was used to automate these experiments and measure over 3,450 growth curves per 36h. 
The growth rate in exponential phase was quantified from the OD600 increase over time by a linear fit of log(OD600) 
in the range 0.022 < OD600 < 0.22 for all isolates except Enterococcus spp; for the enterococci, the range 
0.009 < OD600 < 0.021 was used, as these strains typically reach a lower maximum OD600 in AUM (enterococci 
reach OD600 ~0.04 in AUM to ~0.1 in some conditioned media, other strains generally reached OD600 values of 0.25 
to 0.4; this relatively low final OD600 of enterococci in non-conditioned AUM corresponds to their poor growth in 
urine alone (40, 58)). The growth yield (maximum OD600 reached) was defined as the mean OD600 of the last four 
measurements. The vast majority of strains reached stationary phase within 20 h, and the OD600 largely stayed 
constant during stationary phase. All experiments were performed in triplicate. Media evaporation from plates and 
edge effects were virtually undetectable. Directly after each growth experiment the wells were visually inspected for 
biofilm formation. Isolates that attached to the bottom of the well (observed by scratching each well with a 1 mL 
pipette tip), clots, or floating biofilms were discarded from the dataset. Biofilm formation occurred primarily for 
specific isolates, and was genera unspecific. Each 96-well plate contained non-inoculated wells to control for 
contamination, either in the conditioned medium or during the inoculation procedure. Contamination was negligible.  
 
Analysis of interactions in conditioned medium 
Interactions of isolates were defined using the interaction parameter ε=log(Nc/Nu), where Nc is the growth yield in 
condition medium, and Nu
 
the growth in the reference medium (1x AUM concentration). ε is positive (ε>0) if the 
growth yield (maximum OD600) is higher than that of the reference; negative interactions correspond to ε<0. The 
level of growth inhibition due to complete niche overlap alone is ε≈log(0.6)=-0.51; this value corresponds to the 
lowest possible concentration of nutrients in the replenished medium. The mean of the triplicate growth 
measurements was used to calculate the interaction parameter. Unless stated otherwise (e.g. in the theoretical 
modeling of the community interactions), the conservative thresholds ε=log(0.8)=-0.22 and 
ε=log(1/0.8)=log(1.25)=0.22 were used for scoring negative and positive interactions, respectively; 95% of the 
standard deviations around the mean of the triplicate measurements were within the bounds of this 20% threshold. 
Interactions on growth rate were scored analogously. 
 
Antibiotic tolerance interactions 
Isolates were grown in 96-well plates in liquid cultures for 25h. The inoculation and growth procedures were 
identical to the protocol described above (section “Growth measurements”). The effect of conditioned medium on 
the action of antibiotics was assessed by scoring the growth in a concentration gradient of two clinically used 
antibiotics with different modes of action, trimethoprim-sulfamethoxazole and nitrofurantoin (41–43) in the 
presence and absence of conditioned medium. Five dilutions, with 3.5-fold decrements, and an additional no-drug 
control were used to determine the maximum antibiotic concentration that could sustain growth. Antibiotic tolerance 
interactions were scored as the difference in the number of antibiotic concentrations in which growth was observed 
in conditioned medium versus the AUM (1x concentration) reference. Growth of all isolates (except enterococci, see 
below) was scored positive if OD600 exceeded 0.02 within 25h; growth in Proteus mirabilis conditioned medium 
was conservatively scored positive as (OD600[average last three time points])- (OD600[average first three time 
points])>0.025 to correct for the increased crystal formation in the medium which affects OD600. As enterococci 
reach lower final OD600 values (see above, section “Growth measurements”), growth was scored as positive if the 
final OD600>0.01. Antibiotics were added in the conditioned medium just before the start of the tolerance assay, i.e. 
they were absent during the growth of the donor from which the conditioned medium was produced. The highest 
concentration of trimethoprim-sulfamethoxazole used was 18.18 µg/mL trimethoprim in combination with 90.90 
µg/mL sulfamethoxazole (this 1:5 ratio is in accordance with clinical use (59)), and 200 µg/mL for nitrofurantoin. 
Trimethoprim was dissolved in 98% ethanol, sulfamethoxazole in acetone, and nitrofurantoin in dimethylformamide 
(Roth). The effect of the solvents on growth was determined by growing all strains in conditioned and non-
conditioned medium with solvent; growth was slightly affected, but never altered the conditioned medium 
interaction. We used 14 donor strains to generate conditioned medium for the antibiotic tolerance assessment; 9 of 
these 14 donor strains were part of six of the eight complete communities (section UTI isolates, SI Methods), 
whereas five were part of incomplete communities.  
To assess the effect of neutral (‘silent’) interactions on antibiotic tolerance, we identified interactions between the 14 
donor strains and acceptor strains that were neutral, i.e. between ε=log(0.8)=-0.22 and ε=log(1.25)=-0.22, in the 
non-antibiotic environment. The interactions between these combinations of donors and acceptor strains quantified 
in the presence of antibiotics are shown in Fig. S7B,C. 
To investigate if the conferred drug tolerance interactions correlated with the sensitivity to the antibiotics of the 
acceptor isolates in the reference medium, and if the conferred tolerance effect was correlated between both 
antibiotics, we calculated the Pearson correlation coefficient and corresponding p-values.   
To test the community effects on antibiotic resistance (Fig. S7D), only the donor strains derived from a complete 
community were assessed. These nine donor strains (Enterococcus faecalis, Staphylococcus aureus, Staphylococcus 
heamolyticus, E. coli (three different strains), Klebsiella pneumonia, Enterobacter cloaca, and Proteus mirabilis) 
derived from six of the eight complete host communities. To investigate the effect of within and between 
community effects, we compared the observed fraction of interactions with a certain sign (+/-/0) in the host 
community to an ensemble of 1,000 randomized communities of isolates derived from those six complete host 
communities, to calculate z-scores and respective p-values. 
 
Statistical network analysis  
The enrichment or depletion of single interactions or two-node subgraphs in the UTI network was quantified with 
respect to ensembles of randomized networks. Different randomized ensembles were used depending on the specific 
problem. First, when the distinction between genera was considered (single interactions in Fig. 2B, depletion of -/- 
and -/0 and enrichment of +/+ and +/0 for different genera) the network of interactions was randomized, conserving 
the number of positive and negative interactions but not the degree of separate strains. In practice, 10,000 
independent random network realizations were assembled and the resulting reference distributions of single 
interactions or two-node subgraphs were estimated for each genus. Note that the mean of these distributions is genus 
independent, but the width takes into account the number of strains from a given genus. By comparing estimates 
from the measured UTI interaction network with the corresponding distributions for the randomized networks, p-
values (two-tailed) were calculated as the probability of having a result equal to or more extreme than the actual 
observation. Second, the enrichment or depletion of two-node subgraphs regardless of genera (Fig. 2C) was 
estimated with additional constraint imposed; specifically, the degree distribution was conserved. Again 10,000 
random network realizations were generated: each network was obtained from the previous one by applying 
4×(number of edges)≈8,500 edge swaps independently for random pairs of positive and negative interactions (self-
interactions were excluded from the randomization and analysis). The resulting ensemble was used as a reference for 
quantifying the z-score (and respective p-values) of enrichment or depletion of the two-node subgraphs.  
 
Statistical community analysis  
There were 8 complete communities containing 4 strains each (section “UTI isolates”). First, we checked if some 
pairs of genera occur more often than in the random scenario. As a reference, 10,000 sets with 8 independent 4-
strain communities were assembled by randomly sampling strains from the complete communities. Using the 
obtained distributions, the random expectation and the corresponding p-value (two-tailed) of observing a given pair 
of genera in the original communities was calculated (Fig. S5A). Second, we checked whether single interactions or 
two-node subgraphs are significantly enriched or depleted among complete communities. Again 10,000 
communities were resampled from the 8 complete communities, but the genera for each community were preserved 
(e.g. the first community was always composed of Enteroccocus, Staphylococus, Klebsiella, and E. coli, and only 
the corresponding strains changed). The resulting ensemble was used to calculate z-scores and corresponding p-
values (two-tailed) for Fig. 3A. 
 
Theoretical model of ecological interactions 
We developed a minimal theoretical model describing the ecological interactions that occur between bacteria in a 
polymicrobial infection. Our model is based on established models (60, 61) of logistic growth in liquid batch culture 
without spatial structure. The model captures interactions that affect both growth rate and yield independently: 
 
?̇?𝑗 = 𝑁𝑗𝑔𝑗max(0,1 + ∑ 𝑎𝑗𝑘𝑁𝑘𝑗≠𝑘 ) (1 −
𝑁𝑗
max⁡(0,1+∑ 𝑏𝑗𝑘𝑁𝑘𝑗≠𝑘 )
)    (1) 
Here, Nj is the population size (number of individuals) of strain j and gj is its growth rate in isolation; Nj is non-
dimensionalized so that Nj = 1 corresponds to the growth yield at carrying capacity of strain j when grown in 
isolation. The matrix ajk quantifies the growth rate interactions, i.e. how the growth rate of strain j changes in the 
presence of strain k (at saturating population size of the latter), relative to its growth rate in isolation gj: e.g. ajk = 0 
means that there is no interaction, ajk = 1 means that strain j grows twice as fast and ajk = −1 means that strain j does 
not grow at all when strain k is present at its carrying capacity. The latter captures e.g. competition for the same 
limiting nutrient. Similarly, the matrix bjk quantifies the growth yield change of strain j in the presence of strain k, 
relative to the growth yield of strain j in isolation. The first max function restricts effective growth rate to be non-
negative, whereas the second one ensures that the growth yield does not become negative as a result of the 
interactions. For simplicity, all interactions are assumed to be additive when more than two strains are present in the 
community. 
If bjk ≡ 0 the growth yield for t → ∞ remains Nj = 1 as long as the growth rate interactions are sufficiently weak. In 
general, interactions can, however, lead to very low carrying capacity for the strain j and force the system to the 
fixed point Nj = 0 for t → ∞ (meaning that strain j goes extinct). Importantly, all parameters of this model are fully 
constrained from our experiments. In particular, the matrices ajk and bjk follow directly from the experimental data 
shown in Fig. 2A and Fig. S2. The ajk were obtained from the experimentally measured growth rate interactions by 
simply subtracting 1 from gc/gu. The bjk were obtained by subtracting 1 from the measured growth yield interactions 
Nc/Nu (section “Analysis of interactions in conditioned medium”) and linearly rescaling negative bjk to make 
Nc/Nu=0.6 result in bjk = -1 (to ensure that these values consistently correspond to complete niche overlap). To 
mimic the regular voiding of the bladder, we further added a dilution term −𝐷𝑁𝑗 on the right hand side of eqn. (1); 
here D is the effective dilution rate. This term affects the stability properties of the system’s fixed points (see main 
text and Fig. S6). 
 
Theoretical model solutions 
The model defined in Eq. (1) is used to determine both the dynamics of the growing bacterial populations and the 
number of strains in steady-state. In the first case, the forward propagation method was used, i.e. the set of n ODEs 
was numerically integrated, where n denotes the number of strains in the community; in practice, the NDSolve 
function in Mathematica was used. By default, the initial population size Nj was assigned a random value from (0, 1] 
separately for each j (Fig. 3C). To determine the fixed points that correspond to stable coexistence of all species in a 
given community, Eq. (1) was solved for all steady-states with Nj > 0. In practice, this reduces to finding all positive 
Nj that fulfill either 0 = 1 + ∑ 𝑎𝑗𝑘𝑁𝑘𝑗≠𝑘  or 𝑁𝑗 = 1 + ∑ 𝑏𝑗𝑘𝑁𝑘𝑗≠𝑘  for each j separately. Further, for the obtained set 
of steady state solutions, linear stability analysis was performed to identify only those solutions that are locally 
stable to fluctuations in population size. 4 out of 8 complete communities had a stable coexistence fixed point. Using 
the forward propagation method, we found that in 3 of these 4 communities the stable coexistence fixed point is 
always reached from our initial conditions (typically after several hours); for the one remaining community it is 
reached in ~85% of cases (at least one strain dies out otherwise). 
 
To determine the typical fraction of stable communities as a function of community size, the strains were randomly 
assembled into communities of size n = 2,…,8 using the 32 strains that constitute the 8 complete communities. 
Specifically, 10,000 communities were randomly assembled for n = 2,3,4, and 1,000 communities for n =5,6,7,8. A 
community was considered stable when at least one stable fixed point with all strains present was found (Fig. 3D). 
Next, we studied invasion of the four complete communities at their stable coexistence fixed points. Specifically, the 
forward propagation method was used with four strains present at their steady-state population size; an invader was 
added at a small population size of 0.01 at t=0. Each stable community (4 strains) was tested against invasion by any 
of the 28 strains that were present in the remaining (stable and unstable) complete communities. The outcome of 
invasions was determined not later than at t=96h; in many cases of failed invasion the invading strain died out 
almost instantly. The different outcomes of invasion were defined depending on the number of strains that survived 
with non-zero population sizes (see main text and Table S2). 
 
Finally, the model with dilution term -DNj added to Eq. (1) was solved by the forward propagation method. The 
steady state in Fig. S6 was determined after 96h using the population size corresponding to a steady-state with no 
dilution (D=0) as initial condition. 
 
Estimation of dilution rate 
To calculate the range of dilution rates expected for individuals with healthy bladder and for those suffering from 
urinary retention, we made the following assumptions: (i) the post-void residual urine volume VR is 5 mL for healthy 
individuals and 100 mL for those with urinary retention (62, 63); (ii) the total bladder volume VB = 400 mL in both 
cases, (iii) there are n voiding events per 24h where n=(VL – VR)/ (VB – VR) depends on the liquid consumption VL 
(more precisely, liquid that gets to the bladder); VL is assumed to be between 1 and 2 L (64–67). 
 
The model in Eq. (1) assumes a continuous dilution rate D, thus we derive D as effective rate equivalent to a series 
of n discrete voidings per t=24h, that is (VR/VB)
n
=exp(-Dt), which results in 
 
𝐷 =
−𝑛⁡ log(𝑉𝑅 𝑉𝐵⁄ )
𝑡
 (2) 
 
Using the parameter estimates stated above and assuming a high liquid consumption (VL = 2L), we obtain DH≈ 0.015 
min
-1
 for healthy individuals and DR≈ 0.006 min
-1
 for those with urinary retention. In the case of lower liquid 
consumption (VL = 1L), DR is reduced to 0.003 min
-1
. The estimated range of D between 0.003 and 0.015 is rather 
conservative (Fig. S6); e.g. increasing VL to 2,500 mL raises DH to almost 0.02 min
-1
, whereas an extremely low VL 
≈ 500 mL lowers DR to 0.001 min
-1. In Fig. 3E and Fig. S6 the ‘urinary retention’ boundary (left side of the grey 
band) corresponds to a voiding pattern with high urine retention in the bladder (urine residual volume of 100 mL per 
voiding, 1 L voiding per 24h), the ‘healthy bladder’ boundary (right side) corresponds to a healthy bladder and 
voiding pattern (voiding 2L per 24h and residual volume 5 mL). 
  
 Figure S1. Distribution of all growth interactions.  
(A) Interactions between UTI bacteria affect the yield (maximum reached OD600). ε=log(Nc/Nu); here, Nc and Nu are 
the growth yield in conditioned and in unconditioned medium, respectively. (B) Interactions between UTI bacteria 
affect the growth rate. ε=log(gc/gu); here, gc and gu are the growth rate in conditioned and in unconditioned medium, 
respectively. 
 
  
A B 
 Figure S2. Pair-wise interaction matrix depicting the growth rate interactions of 72 different UTI isolates in 
conditioned medium prepared from the same isolates.  
The acceptors (columns) are grown in the conditioned medium of the donors (rows). Interactions are defined as 
ε=log(gc/gu), where gc and gu are the growth rate in conditioned and in unconditioned medium, respectively. 
Interactions cluster according to phylogeny, as can be seen from the 16S rDNA phylogenetic tree on the left. The 
isolates are symmetrically ordered on the horizontal and vertical axes. Abbreviations as in Fig. 2. 
  
  
Figure S3. Over/under-representation of mutual interactions within each genus. 
The frequency of mutual interactions between strains within the same genus (yellow bars) is compared with the 
frequency expected for a randomized interaction matrix (black dots; error bars are standard deviation). Competition 
and amensalism are mostly enriched while cooperation and commensalism are often depleted; Staphylococcus is an 
exception that exhibits the opposite behavior. p > 0.05 for “ns” (not significant), p < 0.05 for “*”, p < 0.01 for “**”, 
p < 0.001 for “***”. 
 
 
  
 
Figure S4. The strength of incoming and outgoing interactions on growth yield, ordered by genera. 
Incoming interactions refer to the effect from other genera (donor) on the specific genus (acceptor). Outgoing 
interactions refer to the effect of the specific genus (donor) on the other genera (acceptor). Negative interactions, 
Nc/Nu<1 (ε<log(1)), are depicted in blue, whereas positive interactions Nc/Nu>1 (ε>log(1)) are red. 
  
 Figure S5. Interactions within UTI communities.  
(A) The distribution of genera in each community is not random. Specifically, enterococci and E. coli occur more 
frequently together compared to an ensemble of randomly assembled communities of the same size (SI Methods). 
(B) Communities are enriched for negative interactions, whereas postive interactions are slightly depleted. The 
fraction of interactions with a certain sign (red, blue) are compared to the fraction in an ensemble of randomized 
communities (black, grey). The x-axis shows the interaction threshold; for all further analyses the threshold level 
ε=log(0.8)=-0.22 for negative interactions, ε=log(1.25)=0.22 for positive interaction was used; error bars are 
standard deviations of the fraction of interactions observed in the randomized communities. (C) Four complete 
A 
B 
C 
unstable communities and their intra-community interactions. Negative interactions (blue), positive interactions 
(red). Abbreviations as in Fig. 2. 
  
  
Figure S6. The stability of the UTI communities depends on the effective dilution rate. As Fig. 3E, but for two 
different host communities. Steady state population size for different UTI species as a function of the effective 
dilution rate for a stable community. The effective dilution rate (mimicking repeated voiding of the bladder) 
markedly affects the stability of the community. The grey band shows the voiding patterns ranging from a healthy 
bladder, to a bladder with an increased post-void residual urine volume. For high effective dilution rates, all UTI 
community members are washed out. In the lowest dilution regime, the community constituents depend mostly on 
their intrinsic growth rate and yield and on the ecological interactions among the community members. In the 
intermediate regime, the dilution rate together with the intrinsic growth rate and yield of each strain determines the 
population size of the constituents of the community. Note that E. coli (the main UTI pathogen in otherwise healthy 
persons) is consistently among the last two strains that can still persevere at the highest dilution rates.  
  
 Figure S7. Bacteria in polymicrobial UTIs can protect each other from antibiotics. 
(A) Bacterial interactions can elicit a change in the dose response curve. The dose response curves (growth yield, 
OD600, as a function of drug concentration) of Staphylococcus haemolyticus for five increasing concentrations of 
trimethoprim-sulfamethoxazole (left) and nitrofurantoin (right) are shown in the presence and absence of 
conditioned medium. Black: dose response curve in reference medium (AUM); blue: medium conditioned by 
Enterococcus faecalis, red: medium conditioned by Pseudomonas aeruginosa. Arrows point to the change in 
tolerated concentration antibiotic. (B,C) As Fig. 4A,B but only those interactions that are neutral in the absence of 
antibiotics are depicted. Interactions that are neutral (ε between log(0.8)=-0.22 and log(1.25)=0.22) in the absence of 
antibiotics can affect the tolerance to trimethoprim-sulfamethoxazole (left) and nitrofurantoin (right). (D) 
Enrichment or depletion of antibiotic tolerance effects within communities. TS=trimethoprim-sulfamethoxazole, 
N=nitrofurantoin. Interactions between strains within the communities show a depletion of interactions that confer 
an increased sensitivity to the antibiotics (-), while there is a slight enrichment of protective effects (+), compared to 
interactions between communities. The fraction of neutral interactions on tolerance (0) does not differ within and 
between communities. 
 
   
  
Figure S8. Interaction matrix showing the effect of conditioned medium on the tolerance to nitrofurantoin.  
As Fig. 4C, but for nitrofurantoin. Interaction matrix depicting the effect on the tolerance to nitrofurantoin of 14 
conditioned media on 72 isolates in conditioned medium (SI Methods). Abbreviations as in Fig. 2. 
 
  
  Ent Ent St St Ps Ps Pm Pm KECS KECS Ecoli Ecoli 
0/0 -0.1134 -0.3970 -0.0102 <-0.0001 0.731 <0.0001 
+/0 -0.0018 0.0014 -0.0004 <-0.0001 -0.0016 <-0.0001 
+/+ -0.0892 0.0280 -0.5890 -0.4392 -0.7854 -0.0020 
-/0 0.0002 -0.0156 0.0794 0.0156 0.4104 0.0498 
-/- 0.0436 -0.4284 <0.0001 <0.0001 0.0004 -0.2484 
+/- 0.9890 -0.6266 -0.0854 -0.0320 -0.1780 <-0.0001 
 
Table S1. Mutual interactions within each genus. Mutual interactions are generally enriched for competition and 
amensalism and depleted of cooperation and commensalism; the sole exception is Staphylococcus which shows an 
enrichment of positive interactions. The values shown are p-values, negative values correspond to depletion whereas 
positive values correspond to enrichment (SI Methods). Abbreviations as in Fig. 2. 
 
 
  
Community Coexist (5 
strains present) 
Invade & 
replace a strain 
Fail to invade 
(invader dies) 
Invade & destabilize 
(>1 get extinct) 
Ecoli, Ent,Kl,St 0.29 0.43 0.11 0.18 
Ecoli,Ent,Ent,Ps 0.68 0.04 0.29 --- 
Ecoli,Ent,Pm,St 0.39 0.29 0.25 0.07 
Ecoli,Ent,St,St 0.43 0.54 --- 0.04 
average 0.45 0.32 0.16 0.07 
 
Table S2. The fate of the four stable UTI communities upon invasion with a randomly chosen invader. The 
most common fate of the stable communities when invaded by a randomly chosen invader is that the invader is 
included in the community. This new community (consisting of 4 plus 1 members) is stable. The next common fates 
are that one isolate is replaced by the invader, or that the invader goes extinct. In on average 7% of the cases, the 
invader leads to the destabilization of the community, such that more than one strain goes extinct. Abbreviations as 
in Fig. 2, and Kl=Klebsiella. 
 
 
 
 
 
